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Gaming, a historically male-dominated pastime, has expanded in dramatic fashion to include 
females in recent years. Among tween girls -- defined as those between the ages of 8-12 -- this 
has become an especially popular form of entertainment, with more than 50 percent of all 
those in the U.S. now playing online games. However, until now there has been a shortage of 
data that quantifies gaming habits across this demographic. It is for this reason that, for the 
first time ever, GirlsgoGames has decided to analyze its expansive user data to better under-
stand the behavior, usage patterns and preferences of tween female gamers. 

GirlsgoGames is the leading casual online gaming platform for tween girls in the 
U.S., and with more than 7.6 million girls per month, its reach among this demo-
graphic provides the insight to better understand holistic trends across this cat-
egory. Girls on the GirlsgoGames platform are also especially active -- uploading 
comments, creating avatars and interacting with one another on the site -- provid-
ing a window into habits that transcend gaming. 

This data is especially valuable given that tweens’ interest in gaming has grown 
along with its spending power, which now totals nearly $260B in the U.S. alone. 
This provides a significant opportunity for advertisers to reach an engaged and 
lucrative audience. 

Methodology

The data in this study was compiled by analyzing user data from more than 7.6 million U.S. 
visitors to GirlsgoGames.com. Data surrounding mobile usage was gathered from Google 

Analytics. Wherever game plays are referred to, they were 
measured by the number of times a game was loaded. 

Data was pulled from all of 2011 and Q1 2012. The goal is to 
use this inaugural report as a benchmark for future analysis, 
which will be issued on a quarterly basis.

The State of Online Gaming 
Among Tween Girls in the U.S., 
Q1 2012

Executive Summary
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The When and Where of Online Gaming Among Tween Girls

Gaming has grown significantly in popularity among tween girls. In the last year alone, the 
amount of time girls spend per month playing online games has more than doubled, from 38 
minutes to 1 hour and 18 minutes. But it’s worth taking a closer look at how this usage breaks 
down. Using our expansive player data, we were able to identify when and where girls are 
most likely to spend their time gaming. According to our results, they’re most likely to play 
online games on Saturday, between the hours of 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with usage peaking at 
5:00 p.m., just before dinner.

Day of the Week Breakdown Q1 ‘12

Hour of the Day Breakdown

• The amount of time tween girls spend playing games per month has more than  
doubled over the last year, from 38 minutes a month to 1 hour and 18 minutes

• For girls, gaming is an inherently social activity, and includes interacting with other 
girls online and sharing and creating content like avatars and dress-up outfits 

• The three most popular gaming categories for tween girls are cooking, dress up and 
test & quiz  

• Interactivity is a huge part of gaming for girls, who enjoy making friends with other 
users and taking part in the community; in total, they create more than 88,000 
pieces of content every day

• For mobile usage, iOS devices are the most popular mobile devices girls 
use to access online games, but Android phones are becoming increasingly 
popular with 46% of mobile sessions accessed by an Android device

Key Findings
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When it comes to tween girls gaming, the Beehive 
State comes in first! Of all 50 U.S. states, Utah has 
the highest concentration of gamers. 

Leading Online Gaming Destinations
for Tween Girls

The following are the top five online destinations among tween girls in the U.S.:

Source: comScore and Google Analytics, March 2012

Cooking Games, Avatars and Celebrities - Oh My!

By now it’s obvious that casual gaming is growing, and girls are gaming from a variety of de-
vices, places and times. But what kinds of games are they playing? Our analysis revealed that 
when it comes to sheer volume of games played, cooking, dress up and test & quiz games rank 
as the most popular categories, and are closely followed by make-up/makeover and animal 
games. 

When it comes to their favorite stars, Beyoncé, Justin Bieber and Angelina Jolie are tops among 
girls as measured by the number of celebrity games played. They are followed by Miley Cyrus 
and Jennifer Lawrence.

Beyoncé Make Up

Top Five Celebrities 
Among Girls
1. Beyoncé
2. Justin Bieber
3. Angelina Jolie
4. Miley Cyrus
5. Jennifer Lawrence
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Spil Games
Arendstraat 23
1223 RE Hilversum
The Netherlands

Postbus 434
1200 AK Hilversum
The Netherlands

T +31 (0) 35 64 66 300
F +31 (0) 35 64 66 301
www.spilgames.com

●    Most popular game: Pet Party
●    Most popular cooking game: Sara’s Cooking Class
●    Most popular dress up game: Shopaholic
●    Total number of games played last year: 1,082 Billion
●    Most popular mobile game: My Lovely Cake

For girls, gaming is about more than just the game itself. It’s about making new friends and en-
gaging in part of a larger community. Overall they upload and share 88,000 pieces of content, 
including comments and avatars every day. This amounts to more than 3,500 pieces every 
hour, 1 every second!

What’s HOT at GirlsgoGames.com

Mobile Trends
 
It’s no secret that more and more tweens have their own mobile 
devices -- Nielsen recently put this figure at 35 percent of all Ameri-
cans ages 8-12. And these tweens are increasingly using not just 
their phones, but other mobile devices to play games. We found 
that amongst mobile, iOS devices topped all Android devices at 54 
percent of mobile sessions. This is broken down by iPads (24%), 
iPod Touches (19%) and iPhones (11%).  

Mobile Usage by Device

 iPad 24%

 iPod 19%

 iPhone 11%

 Android 46%


